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  July 20, 2015 

Via Electronic Mail 
 
Mr. Lee Foulger 
Cabinet Member 
Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets 
European Commission 
Rue de la Loi / Wetstraat 200 
1049 Brussels 
 
 
  Re: Use of Dealing Commission under Article 24 of MiFID II  
 
Dear Mr. Foulger: 
 
 The Investment Adviser Association (IAA) wishes to comment on the practical 
implications of ESMA’s final technical advice to the European Commission regarding 
implementation of MiFID II.  Our comments reflect the perspective of global investment 
managers affected by implementation of MiFID II as it relates to execution rates from brokers 
that include financial research as part of the brokers’ overall services (i.e., dealing commission).  
While we maintain the positions expressed in our two prior letters on this challenging topic,1 we 
are writing again to stress that the changes contemplated are indeed significant.  We urge the 
Commission to provide independent managers sufficient time to assess the impact of the rules on 
their business models and implement related compliance controls.      
 

The IAA is a not-for-profit U.S. association that represents the interests of investment 
adviser firms registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  Our membership 
consists of investment advisory firms that manage assets for a wide variety of institutional and 
individual clients, including pension plans, trusts, investment funds, endowments, foundations, 
and corporations.  Many of our member firms manage, or have affiliates that manage, assets for 
clients in the European Union.    

 
The new EU regulatory regime would mark a significant departure from current practice 
and existing regulatory requirements, and will require firms to make significant changes to 
compliance infrastructures.   
 

We have concerns about the sweeping changes being contemplated and the related 
burdens that would be imposed on investment managers to come into compliance by the time 

                                                 
1 IAA Letter to Financial Conduct Authority (Oct. 9, 2014) (available at 
https://www.investmentadviser.org/eweb/docs/Publications_News/Comments_and_Statements/Current_Comments_
Statements/141009cmnt.pdf); IAA Letter to ESMA (Jul. 31, 2014) (available at 
https://www.investmentadviser.org/eweb/docs/Publications_News/Comments_and_Statements/Current_Comments_
Statements/140731cmnt.pdf). 
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MiFID II is to take effect.  A requirement that independent managers “unbundle” dealing 
commission arrangements would represent a significant change for the global market.  Due to the 
nature of asset management, many investment managers operate their businesses on a global 
basis, utilizing brokers around the world to execute portfolio trades and provide research.  EU 
rules on the use of dealing commission that differs from the rest of the world, including the U.S., 
would present significant practical and logistical issues that would have to be addressed in order 
to accommodate EU clients or international clients using EU managers.  Advisers would be 
required to carefully assess these changes and implement substantial changes to their global 
compliance infrastructures to accommodate this new EU regime.     

 
For example, many managers place their orders for securities transactions on a “block” 

basis, which generally benefits their clients, and orders from EU firms may be aggregated with 
orders from non-EU affiliates in a group that uses a fully integrated trading and research 
platform.  This practice aims to achieve economies of scale and treat orders from different clients 
equitably.  If the commissions related to these orders were deemed impermissible under EU or 
EU member state rules or otherwise restricted, managers may feel compelled to separate out 
clients within those jurisdictions from these otherwise advantageous arrangements.  Thus, 
managers may choose to effectively “ring fence” the arrangements for EU clients and would 
have to structure their trading programs to minimize potentially negative consequences for EU 
clients.  The manager would also need to change its systems to track payments for research on an 
ongoing basis (separately and apart from the broker’s commission) in an effort by the manager to 
document the overall execution rate.  In addition, there could be burdens associated with manual 
tracking if brokers do not provide data in an electronic and easily downloadable format.     
 

Moreover, managers would have to consider and address many other operational and 
administrative issues.  For example, firms that chose not to pay third parties directly would 
have to spend considerable time educating clients on the changes prior to obtaining client 
agreements to set up separate research accounts.  In addition to having to demonstrate the 
quality of the research to be purchased, managers would also have to meet strict requirements 
regarding the governance, oversight, and administration of these accounts.  As you can 
imagine, the negotiation of a research budget with each client that is reduced to writing and 
reviewed on an ongoing basis would result in a magnitude of administrative complexity that is 
far beyond that in place at firms currently.  

 
Finally, we note that the lack of clarity that presently exists regarding the regime being 

considered presents a significant hurdle for investment managers as they consider changes to 
their compliance programs.  Firms cannot even start the process of changing their compliance 
infrastructures until the new requirement is finalized and many technical questions with 
respect to the establishment and implementation of separate research accounts are answered.  
These questions include, for example, the treatment of omnibus and separate client accounts; 
how to resolve so called “free rider” situations where a client does not agree to a research 
budget but still receives the benefit of research paid for by other clients; clarity on how 
accounts are to be funded and the role of commission sharing agreements; potential tax 
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consequences; and the implications of holding client money, which many managers are not 
authorized to do.  In addition, it is far from clear that brokers in non-EU jurisdictions will be 
willing to accommodate the establishment and implementation of separate research accounts 
for EU clients, or even be able to accept hard dollar payments for research on behalf of EU 
clients due to regulatory constraints in their home countries.  We are also concerned that 
given the apparent wide range of views across various countries, unless the final rules 
regarding the use of dealing commission are agreed to and implemented by EU member states 
on a consistent basis, and not “gold plated,” these compliance hurdles would increase greatly.   

 
It is far from clear that research firms will be willing or able to change existing business 
pricing models to provide “unbundled” dealing commissions. 

 
The proposals being considered appear to be based on the assumption that there either 

is or will be an established market for every service, including a “hard” execution-only cost 
for securities trades.  This assumption is false.  As we noted in our comment letter to ESMA, 
we believe that this information is not currently readily available and that brokers may not be 
willing or able to provide this information in the timeframe currently contemplated under 
MiFID II.  In addition, some brokers may not cooperate in providing a value or even accept 
payments from an investment manager’s own resources for such services.  As noted above, 
this is particularly true with respect to brokers not operating within EU jurisdictions.  Even if 
brokers provided estimated prices for these services, prices among brokers would inevitably 
vary, depending on the methodologies and assumptions underlying the estimates.  Thus, we 
are concerned that managers would face difficulties in documenting compliance with this 
unbundling requirement, unless brokers have an established or consistent means of valuing 
research by the time MiFID II is to take effect.   

 
The current timetable for compliance is not feasible, especially given the lack of clarity 
on key aspects of the proposed regime. 

 
We understand that the Commission is expected to finalize the delegated acts by 

September 2015.  We note that Parliament could then have up to six additional months to 
further scrutinize the directive, after which member states will have until July 2016 to 
transpose MiFID II.  A noted above, it is vital that there not only be uniformity across 
member states but that there also be a workable obligation in place for brokers to provide the 
required information.  It is only at that point that firms can reasonably be expected to begin to 
implement expensive changes to their compliance infrastructures.  In effect, this means that 
firms will have a transitional period of only six months or less before the directive enters into 
force in 2017.  This simply is not enough time, especially as infrastructure changes typically 
require budgetary allocations that are part of a broader business planning cycle.  We expect 
that investment managers, particularly global firms, will need at least 18 months to adequately 
consider and implement the final measures that are adopted by member states across Europe.        

 
*          *          * 
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For the foregoing reasons, the IAA recommends that investment managers be granted 

additional time to comply with the relevant provisions governing dealing commissions.  We 
appreciate your consideration of our views on these issues and would be pleased to provide 
any additional information.  Please contact the undersigned or Bob Grohowski, General 
Counsel, at (202) 293-4222 with any questions regarding these matters. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

/s/ Sanjay Lamba 
Assistant General Counsel 
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